Sluch
Floating the Sluch river (3 days)
Mysterious and picturesque Polissya…A land of great history and nature that still keeps so many secrets.
Water is its essential attribute and beauty in the form of swamps, lakes and rivers, all shrouded by legends.
People settled on their banks quite a long time ago and a significant part of Ukrainian history has been created
here. The evidences of this are the remains of ancient settlements, castles and fortresses. One of the most
interesting routes through this land goes along the picturesque river Sluch. In its middle part the river crosses
the Ukrainian crystalline shield. There are rapids where the river has the mountainous type and banks are in
the form of beautiful granite rocks. A lot of places will share their history with you with the help of our guides.
April-October
Program
Day 1

Meeting at Novohrad-Volynsky.
Excursion.
Novohrad-Volynsky (visiting museum of a famous Ukrainian poet Lesya Ukrayinka).
Arrival to the river. Safety techniques instruction, training.
Floating. Kurchytsya-Luchytsya section of the route, the first meeting with the picturesque valley of the Sluch
river and granite formations on its banks.
Stop for the night’s lodging. Dinner.
Day 2

Breakfast.
Continuation of the floating (Luchytsya-Hubkiv section of the route on the territory of the Regional Landscape
Park “Nadsluchansky” called “Nadsluchchya Switzerland” by locals. Moreover you can admire the “Falcon’s
mountains” Landscape Reserve (“Sokolyni hory”) and the 16th-century Hubkiv castle, visit the remains of the
old-rus’ settlement (11-12th centuries) at Val ravine. During the floating – bathing and games).
Stop for the night’s lodging. Dinner.

Day 3

Breakfast.
Continuation of the floating (Hubkiv-Sosnove section, during the floating – bathing and games playing).
End of the floating.
Journey to Korets or Novohrad-Volynsky (visiting the palace at Shchykychyn and the 18th-century temple at
Velyki Mezhyrichi).
Returning to Korets or Novohrad-Volynsky.

*The organizer is entitled to the right to make the slight changes to the program without changing the general content of a trip.
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